Compartmentalization is key to efficiency and specificity of cellular processes. Beyond the classic membrane-bound compartments widely observed in eukaryotic cells, many processes in both eukaryotic and prokaryotic cells are organized in membraneless cellular bodies ([@r1][@r2]--[@r3]). Our understanding of membraneless cellular bodies is undergoing a revolution, enabled by the recent discovery that many of these bodies can exhibit liquid-like behavior such as internal mixing and the ability to dynamically exchange components with the surrounding solution ([@r1]). The emerging paradigm is that many of these bodies assemble by phase separation of the constituent proteins and/or nucleic acids, mediated by weak multivalent interactions ([@r3]). Many fundamental questions about the principles that underlie the biogenesis and regulation of such phase-separated, liquid-like organelles remain to be addressed. A key outstanding question is how cells regulate whether they have 1 or many droplets of a particular phase-separated body.

The pyrenoid is a phase-separated, liquid-like organelle found in most eukaryotic algae that plays a significant role in global CO~2~ fixation ([@r4], [@r5]). The pyrenoid houses the CO~2~-fixing enzyme Rubisco (ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase) and enhances the enzyme's operating efficiency by supplying it with CO~2~ at a high concentration ([@r5][@r6]--[@r7]). This structure is an essential part of the CO~2~-concentrating mechanism (CCM) ([@r5], [@r8]).

Most pyrenoids consist of 3 subcompartments discernible by electron microscopy ([Fig. 1*A*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}) ([@r9]). At the core of the pyrenoid is the liquid-like pyrenoid matrix, where Rubisco is densely clustered ([@r6], [@r10][@r11][@r12]--[@r13]). Essential to this clustering is the recently characterized Rubisco linker protein EPYC1 ([@r14], [@r15]). In most species, the pyrenoid matrix is traversed by membrane tubules, which are continuous with the thylakoid membranes of the chloroplast. These thylakoid tubules have been postulated to deliver CO~2~ to Rubisco ([@r16][@r17]--[@r18]), at a concentration ∼100-fold the concentration outside the cell ([@r19]). In many species, the pyrenoid is surrounded by a starch sheath ([@r20]) made up of multiple starch granules, also known as starch plates. This starch has been suggested to act as a diffusion barrier that retains CO~2~ in the pyrenoid matrix ([@r20]). The molecular basis for the biogenesis of the thylakoid tubules and starch sheath, as well as their connections to the pyrenoid matrix, remains unknown in any species.

![*SAGA1*, a gene with a predicted starch-binding domain and alpha helical stretch, is necessary for a functional CCM. (*A*) A *Chlamydomonas* cell is shown with the substructures of the pyrenoid labeled. (*B*) SAGA1 has a predicted starch binding domain followed by a long predicted alpha helical region. (*C*) Agar growth phenotypes of wild type, *saga1*, and *saga1;SAGA1-Venus* are shown. Serial 1:10 dilutions were spotted on TP minimal medium and grown at high (4%) and low (0.04%) CO~2~ under 500 μmol photons m^−2^⋅s^−1^ illumination. (*D*) SAGA1 protein levels in wild-type, *saga1*, and *saga1;SAGA1-Venus* cells grown at low and high CO~2~ were probed with an anti-SAGA1 polyclonal antibody and with an anti-FLAG antibody. Anti-tubulin is shown as a loading control. (*E*) Oxygen evolution is shown as a function of external C~i~ for cells grown in high and low CO~2~. (*F*) Rubisco protein levels in wild type and *saga1* grown at low and high CO~2~ were probed with a polyclonal antibody raised to Rubisco. Anti-histone H3 is shown as a loading control. LSU: large subunit; SSU: small subunit.](pnas.1904587116fig01){#fig01}

The model alga *Chlamydomonas reinhardtii* normally has only 1 pyrenoid per cell. Here we describe a pyrenoid-localized protein, SAGA1 (StArch Granules Abnormal 1), in whose absence cells have multiple pyrenoids and abnormally elongated starch sheaths. Our data lead us to propose a model where excessive starch surface area favors the formation of multiple pyrenoids, and where SAGA1 negatively regulates the surface area of the starch sheath to avoid the formation of multiple pyrenoids. Our findings provide a foundation for a molecular understanding of the interactions between the pyrenoid matrix and starch sheath and advance our knowledge of mechanisms that determine the number of phase-separated organelles.

Results {#s1}
=======

A Screen for CCM Mutants Identified *SAGA1*, a Gene with a Predicted Starch Binding Domain and Alpha Helical Stretch. {#s2}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To identify *Chlamydomonas* mutants with defects in the CCM, we screened an insertional mutant library in search of mutants that require high CO~2~ to grow photosynthetically. The screen yielded multiple independent high-CO~2~-requiring mutants disrupted in the gene Cre11.g467712, which we call *SAGA1* (StArch Granules Abnormal 1). The predicted gene product of *SAGA1* is a protein of 1,626 amino acids ([expasy.org](http://expasy.org); [Fig. 1*B*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). Amino acids 214--280 encode a predicted starch binding motif (CBM20; [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904587116/-/DCSupplemental)), a feature conserved in amylolytic enzymes that bind granular starch ([@r21][@r22]--[@r23]). All 5 highly conserved residues necessary for starch binding are present in SAGA1, suggesting that SAGA1 can bind starch ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S1](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904587116/-/DCSupplemental)). Following the starch binding motif is a long (∼1,000 residues) predicted alpha helical region ([Fig. 1*B*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}) that shares homology with proteins containing coiled-coil domains ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904587116/-/DCSupplemental)). SAGA1 also has a striking amino acid composition: ∼36% of SAGA1 consists of only 2 amino acids, alanine (25.3%) and glutamic acid (10.8%) ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S3](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904587116/-/DCSupplemental)). These marked features of *SAGA1* are unique among characterized CCM-related proteins. SAGA1 homologs can be found in close *Chlamydomonas* relatives, including *Volvox carteri* and *Tetrabaena socialis*, and in more distant pyrenoid-containing eukaryotic algae, including *Emiliana huxleyi* ([@r9]) ([*SI Appendix*, Tables S1 and S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904587116/-/DCSupplemental)).

SAGA1 Is Necessary for a Functional CCM. {#s3}
----------------------------------------

To confirm the defective CCM growth phenotype, we performed spot assays on the *saga1* mutant and the background strain. The *saga1* mutant was unable to grow in low CO~2~ but grew under high CO~2~ ([Fig. 1*C*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). We observed similar growth phenotypes in 2 additional mutant alleles of *SAGA1*, *saga1-2* and *saga1-3* ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S4](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904587116/-/DCSupplemental)). We confirmed the presence of the insertional mutagenesis cassette in the *SAGA1* locus by PCR ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S5](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904587116/-/DCSupplemental)). We carried out all further experiments using the *saga1* mutant.

To test whether absence of SAGA1 causes the CCM mutant phenotype, we transformed the *saga1* mutant using a construct encoding SAGA1 fused with a C-terminal Venus-3xFLAG tag and a selectable marker ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S6](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904587116/-/DCSupplemental)). Two of 9 transformants exhibiting both Venus fluorescence and antibiotic resistance also exhibited a substantial rescue of the low CO~2~ growth phenotypes of the *saga1* mutant ([Fig. 1*C*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). The incomplete rescue of these strains could be due to their lower SAGA1 expression levels than observed in wild type ([Fig. 1*D*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}), possibly resulting from use of an exogenous promoter and/or the removal of several introns in the transformed construct. Alternatively, the addition of a C-terminal Venus-3xFLAG tag could impair the function of SAGA1. We chose 1 of these rescued strains (denoted as *saga1;SAGA1-Venus*; [Fig. 1*C*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}) for use in subsequent experiments. The presence of both the *SAGA1-Venus* cassette and the insertional mutagenesis cassette was confirmed using PCR ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S5](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904587116/-/DCSupplemental)).

Using a polyclonal antibody raised against the last 19 amino acids of SAGA1, we detected a ∼180-kDa band in the wild type and in the *saga1;SAGA1-Venus-3xFLAG* strain that was completely absent in the *saga1* mutant ([Fig. 1*D*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"} and [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S7](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904587116/-/DCSupplemental)). A band of similar size was detected in the protein sample of *saga1;SAGA1-Venus-3xFLAG* strain when probed with anti-FLAG antibody, confirming that the band of ∼180 kDa was the *SAGA1* gene product ([Fig. 1*D*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). Unlike previously characterized components of the CCM such as EPYC1 ([@r14]) and LCIB ([@r24]), whose abundances increase under low CO~2~, SAGA1 was present at similar abundance per cell under both high and low CO~2~ ([Fig. 1*D*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). This observation suggests that SAGA1 may play a constitutive function under both high- and low-CO~2~ growth conditions.

We characterized CCM activity in the *saga1* mutant and in the *saga1;SAGA1-Venus-3xFLAG* strain using photosynthetic O~2~ evolution as a proxy for whole-cell affinity for inorganic carbon (C~i~; [Fig. 1*E*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). When acclimated to low-CO~2~ conditions, the *saga1* mutant showed a decreased affinity for C~i~ relative to wild type, indicated by a high photosynthetic K~0.5~ value (∼160 µM C~i~ for *saga1* vs. ∼40 µM C~i~ for wild type; [Fig. 1*E*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"} and [*SI Appendix*, Table S3](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904587116/-/DCSupplemental)). In the *saga1;SAGA1-Venus-3xFLAG* strain, the affinity for C~i~ uptake was restored (∼42 µM C~i~; [Fig. 1*E*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). These results indicate that *SAGA1* is required for a functional CCM.

The *saga1* mutant showed a decreased photosynthetic rate at saturating concentrations of C~i~ when acclimated to both low and high CO~2~ ([Fig. 1*E*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). The Rubisco protein content of *saga1* was similar to wild type ([Fig. 1*F*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that decreased photosynthetic efficiency of the *saga1* mutant under both low- and high-CO~2~ growth conditions may be due to decreased availability of CO~2~ to Rubisco or decreased Rubisco activity. We conclude from these observations that SAGA1 is required for a functional CCM and for maximal CO~2~ uptake in cells acclimated to both low and high CO~2~.

*saga1* Mutants Have Aberrant Starch Sheaths. {#s4}
---------------------------------------------

Because SAGA1 contains a starch binding motif, we sought to determine if the *saga1* mutant had alterations in the starch sheath surrounding the pyrenoid matrix. Electron microscopy revealed that the *saga1* mutant had an abnormal distribution of starch around the pyrenoid, with fewer starch plates observed per pyrenoid ([Fig. 2 *A* and *B*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). These abnormal starch plates were elongated: The length of each plate in the *saga1* mutant was ∼30% longer that of wild-type starch plates ([Fig. 2 *A* and *C*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, the starch surrounding each *saga1* pyrenoid appeared thinner, with a decreased total cross-sectional area ([Fig. 2 *A* and *D*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). We also occasionally observed starch plates that appeared to stack on each other, and single elongated starch plates that entirely or almost entirely surrounded regions of matrix ([Fig. 2*E*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}).

![The pyrenoids of the *saga1* mutant have aberrant starch sheaths. (*A*) Representative TEMs showing pyrenoids of wild-type, *saga1*, and *saga1*;*SAGA1-Venus* cells grown at low CO~2~, illustrating defects in the starch sheath. (*B*) Quantification of the number of starch granules per pyrenoid in wild-type, *saga1*, and *saga1*;*SAGA1-Venus* cells grown at low CO~2~ (*n* = 20 pyrenoids; Mann--Whitney *U* test). (*C*) Length of starch granules in wild-type, *saga1*, and *saga1*;*SAGA1-Venus* cells grown at low CO~2~ (*n* = 162, 114, 126 starch granules; Mann--Whitney *U* test). (*D*) The cross-sectional area of pyrenoid starch in wild-type, *saga1*, and *saga1*;*SAGA1-Venus* cells grown at low CO~2~ (*n* = 20 cells; Mann--Whitney *U* test). Error bars: SEM; \*\**P* \< 0.001. (*E*) Example TEMs showing pyrenoids of *saga1* cells with starch granules either "stacking" on top of each other or appearing to "pinch" away portions of the matrix. (Scale bars, 500 nm.)](pnas.1904587116fig02){#fig02}

The *saga1;SAGA1-Venus* strain showed partial complementation of the number of starch plates per pyrenoid and of the length of the starch plate--Rubisco interface ([Fig. 2 *A*--*C*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). The incomplete complementation could be due to the lower expression of SAGA1 relative to wild type ([Fig. 1*D*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, the pyrenoid starch cross-sectional area in the *saga1;SAGA1-Venus* strain was larger than that of wild type or that of the *saga1* mutant ([Fig. 2*D*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that pyrenoid starch plate biosynthesis was still abnormal in the *saga1;SAGA1-Venus* strain. Based on these results, we conclude that SAGA1 is required for normal starch sheath formation around the pyrenoid and that in the absence of SAGA1 pyrenoid plates are elongated and thinner.

*saga1* Mutants Have Multiple Pyrenoids. {#s5}
----------------------------------------

Surprisingly, the electron micrographs revealed that *saga1* mutant cells have multiple pyrenoids, observed as electron-dense bodies identical in texture to the pyrenoid matrix found in wild-type cells ([Fig. 3*A*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"} and [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S8](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904587116/-/DCSupplemental)). These multiple pyrenoids contained Rubisco, as detected by immunogold labeling and immunofluorescence ([Fig. 3*B*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"} and [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S9 and Table S4](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904587116/-/DCSupplemental)). Whereas multiple pyrenoids were rare in wild-type cells, ∼40% of *saga1* mutant cross-sections contained multiple pyrenoids ([Fig. 3 *C* and *D*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). Restoration of *SAGA1* expression in the *saga1;SAGA1-Venus* strain eliminated the multiple pyrenoid phenotype, indicating that disruption of *SAGA1* was responsible for this phenotype ([Fig. 3*D*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}).

![*saga1* mutant cells have multiple pyrenoids and often lack thylakoid tubules. (*A*) Representative TEMs of wild-type, *saga1*, and *saga1*;*SAGA1-Venus* cells grown at low CO~2~, illustrating the frequent observation of multiple pyrenoids in *saga1.* (Scale bar, 500 nm.) (*B*) Representative immunogold staining images of wild type and *saga1* pyrenoids using an anti-Rubisco antibody. (Scale bar, 500 nm.) (*C*) The fraction of cells containing visible pyrenoids in wild-type, *saga1*, and *saga1*;*SAGA1-Venus* cells grown at low CO~2~ (*n* = 30 fields of view; Mann--Whitney *U* test). (*D*) The fraction of pyrenoid-containing cells that contain more than 1 pyrenoid in wild-type, *saga1*, and *saga1*;*SAGA1-Venus* cells grown at low CO~2~ (*n* = 30 fields of view; Mann--Whitney *U* test). (*E*) Pyrenoid matrix cross-sectional area in wild-type, *saga1*, and *saga1*;*SAGA1-Venus* cells grown at low CO~2~ (*n* = 20 pyrenoids). (*F*) Representative summed z-stacks of wild-type and *saga1* cells constitutively expressing RBCS1-mCherry (green) grown in low CO~2~. Magenta is chlorophyll autofluorescence. (Scale bar, 1 μm.) (*G*) Quantification of the number of RBCS1-mCherry puncta per cell (wild type: 1.2 ± 0.7 puncta per cell; *saga1:* 9.6 ± 4.1; *n* = 35 cells, Mann--Whitney *U* test). (*H*) Quantification of the fraction of pyrenoids with visible thylakoid tubules (*n* = 30 fields of view; Mann--Whitney *U* test). (*I*) The number of thylakoid tubules per pyrenoid in wild-type, *saga1*, and *saga1*;*SAGA1-Venus* cells grown at low CO~2~ (*n* = 20 pyrenoids, Mann--Whitney *U* test). Error bars: SEM; n.s., not significant; *P* ≥ 0.05; \**P* \< 0.05; \*\**P* \< 0.001.](pnas.1904587116fig03){#fig03}

Given that *saga1* mutant cells have the same amount of Rubisco per cell as wild type ([Fig. 1*F*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}), and considering that this amount of Rubisco is distributed across multiple pyrenoids, one would expect the average pyrenoid matrix cross-sectional area to be smaller. Indeed, the average cross-sectional area of Rubisco matrix per pyrenoid in the *saga1* mutant was lower than in wild type ([Fig. 3*E*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). Absolute *saga1* cell size was similar to that of wild-type cells ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S10](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904587116/-/DCSupplemental)).

To count the number of pyrenoids per cell in the *saga1* mutant and wild type, we expressed an mCherry-tagged Rubisco small subunit in each strain ([@r14]). In nearly all wild-type cells, the *Rbcs1*-mCherry signal was found in a single, large punctum at the base of the chloroplast, consistent with the presence of a single pyrenoid ([Fig. 3*F*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). Strikingly, in the *saga1* mutant, we observed an average of ∼10 *Rbcs1*-mCherry puncta per cell ([Fig. 3 *F* and *G*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"} and [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S11*A*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904587116/-/DCSupplemental)), and no *saga1* cell was observed to have a singular punctum. This remarkable number of pyrenoids per cell is consistent with the increased incidence of multiple pyrenoids we observed in the electron micrographs. The positions and sizes of these pyrenoids remained stable over the course of 1 h ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S11*B*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904587116/-/DCSupplemental)). We conclude that the absence of SAGA1 leads to multiple pyrenoids.

Most *Saga1* Mutant Pyrenoids Lack a Visible Pyrenoid Tubule Network. {#s6}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

In wild-type cells, thylakoid tubules traverse the pyrenoid matrix, forming a thylakoid tubule network ([Fig. 3 *A* and *H*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"} and [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S12](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904587116/-/DCSupplemental)). However, nearly all pyrenoids of the *saga1* mutant lacked such hallmark thylakoid tubules ([Fig. 3 *A* and *H*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}).

Intriguingly, thylakoid tubules could still be observed in ∼8% of pyrenoids (9/113) in the *saga1* mutant cell sections. In these pyrenoids, the number of observed tubules per pyrenoid was significantly decreased ([Fig. 3*I*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"} and [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S12](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904587116/-/DCSupplemental)). Of the remaining tubuleless pyrenoids in the *saga1* mutant, 48% had thylakoid membranes visible adjacent to the periphery of the pyrenoid matrix, failing to penetrate the matrix ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S12](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904587116/-/DCSupplemental)). Single pyrenoids with visible tubules were restored to wild-type levels in the *SAGA1;SAGA1-Venus* strain ([Fig. 3*H*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that the absence of pyrenoid tubules in most pyrenoids is due to the disruption of *SAGA1*.

SAGA1-Venus Localizes to the Pyrenoid. {#s7}
--------------------------------------

To better understand how absence of SAGA1 produces abnormal pyrenoids, we sought to determine the localization of SAGA1. In the *saga1;SAGA1-Venus* strain, we observed Venus fluorescence in a spherical region of low chlorophyll fluorescence at the base of the chloroplast, indicating that SAGA1 localizes to the restored pyrenoid in the complemented mutant ([Fig. 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}). Consistent with this finding, SAGA1 peptides have been detected in the pyrenoid proteome ([@r25]). Intriguingly, SAGA1-Venus fluorescence signal was not uniform but formed multiple small puncta and streaks in the pyrenoid. These streaks only partially resemble the peripheral mesh-like localization of LCI9, the star-like thylakoid localization of PSAH, and the punctate thylakoid localization of PSBP4 ([@r26]), suggesting that SAGA1 has a distinct localization from these proteins. Some of the SAGA1-Venus signal appeared to partially overlap with chlorophyll autofluorescence at the pyrenoid periphery ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S13](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904587116/-/DCSupplemental)). To determine if the overlap between the SAGA1-Venus fluorescence and chlorophyll autofluorescence was significant, we calculated the correlation between the pixel intensities of the 2 fluorescence channels, comparing to random expectation (see [*Methods*](#s15){ref-type="sec"} for more details). We observed a subtle but significant overlap between the 2 fluorescence channels, suggesting that a portion of SAGA1 may colocalize with pyrenoid tubules ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S13 and Table S5](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904587116/-/DCSupplemental)). We conclude that SAGA1-Venus localizes to the pyrenoid.

![SAGA1 was localized within the pyrenoid of the rescued mutant *saga1;SAGA1-Venus* after 24-h acclimation to ambient air (low CO~2~) to induce the CCM with wild type and *saga1* as controls. All cells were grown at room temperature with illumination of about 50 µmol photons m^−2^⋅s^−1^. E: eyespot. White arrows indicated the location of the pyrenoid. (Scale bars, 5 µm.)](pnas.1904587116fig04){#fig04}

SAGA1 Binds to Rubisco Large and Small Subunits. {#s8}
------------------------------------------------

In our recent high-throughput immunoprecipitation--mass spectrometry study, we observed that SAGA1 coimmunoprecipitates with EPYC1, an abundant pyrenoid component that links Rubisco holoenzymes together to form the pyrenoid matrix ([@r26]). In order to validate this coimmunoprecipitation, we performed a yeast 2-hybrid assay to evaluate SAGA1's binding interactions with EPYC1 as well as the large and small subunits of Rubisco. In this assay, SAGA1 interacted with the large and small subunits of Rubisco, but not with EPYC1 ([Fig. 5*A*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}). These findings suggest that our previously observed coimmunoprecipitation of SAGA1 and EPYC1 was mediated by the binding of both proteins to Rubisco ([Fig. 5*A*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}). The structural homology of SAGA1 to coiled-coil proteins raised the possibility that SAGA could dimerize ([@r27], [@r28]); however, SAGA1 did not appear to interact with itself in a yeast 2-hybrid assay ([Fig. 5*A*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}). Western blots confirmed the presence and molecular weight of SAGA1 and the different preys ([Fig. 5*B*](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}). We conclude that SAGA1 binds to Rubisco large and small subunits.

![SAGA1 binds Rubisco small and large subunits. (*A*) Yeast 2-hybrid assays of SAGA1 as the bait (BD; DNA-binding domain) and either EPYC1, Rbcs1, RbcL1, or SAGA1 as the prey (AD; activation domain). *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* expressing the bait were mated with cells expressing an AD and were grown to an OD of 0.5 and 0.1 and spotted onto either nonselective (SD-L-W) or selective (SD-LWH) media. (*B*) Protein levels of the bait and prey proteins in the mated strains were detected by Western blotting using either the anti-SAGA1 antibody or an anti-HA antibody, respectively.](pnas.1904587116fig05){#fig05}

Discussion {#s9}
==========

We Propose a Starch-Centric Model for SAGA1's Function in Pyrenoid Biogenesis. {#s10}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The *saga1* mutant is puzzling because it has 3 prominent phenotypes: abnormal starch plates, multiple pyrenoids, and frequent lack of pyrenoid tubule networks. Occam's razor suggests that SAGA1 likely has a single molecular function whose absence explains all 3 of these phenotypes. We propose a model where SAGA1 guides the formation of pyrenoid starch plates and, in the absence of SAGA1, defective pyrenoid starch plates lead to the formation of multiple pyrenoids, most of which lack tubules ([Fig. 6](#fig06){ref-type="fig"}).

![A proposed model for the function of SAGA1. (*A*) Multiple proteins link starch and the Rubisco matrix. SAGA1 plays a role at the periphery of starch granules in restricting starch granule elongation. (*B*) Loss of SAGA1 results in elongated starch granules. (*C*) The elongated starch granules have increased surface area and their affinity for Rubisco favors a configuration of the Rubisco matrix that has increased surface area, resulting in multiple pyrenoids. (*D*) There is only 1 "knot" of thylakoid tubules per cell and, as a consequence, the extra pyrenoids in the *saga1* mutant lack thylakoid tubules.](pnas.1904587116fig06){#fig06}

We were drawn to this model because the multiple pyrenoid phenotype is at odds with the recent description of the pyrenoid matrix as a phase-separated compartment ([@r4]). One would expect that the multiple pyrenoids of the *saga1* mutant would rapidly resolve into a single pyrenoid due to Ostwald ripening, a physical phenomenon whereby large droplets grow by assimilating building blocks from smaller droplets ([@r29]). Indeed, Ostwald ripening appears to occur when the pyrenoid matrix is reconstituted in vitro by mixing the Rubisco-binding linker protein EPYC1 with Rubisco ([@r15]): Many small droplets initially form, but they rapidly resolve into a smaller number of larger droplets through growth of the large droplets and shrinkage of the small droplets. Some of the large droplets grow to over 5 µm in diameter, corresponding to a volume 2 orders of magnitude larger than that of a pyrenoid in a wild-type cell ([Fig. 2*A*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that the natural tendency of a mixture of EPYC1 and Rubisco is to incorporate all available material into a single large pyrenoid. The presence of multiple stable pyrenoids thus suggests that in the *saga1* mutant additional forces not present in the in vitro system act to counteract Ostwald ripening.

We propose that the excessive surface area of the abnormal starch plates in *saga1* promotes the formation of multiple pyrenoids by counteracting Ostwald ripening. Central to our model is the assumption that starch plates have an affinity for pyrenoid matrix, such that the pyrenoid matrix material "wets" or adheres to 1 side of each starch plate. In wild-type cells, each cell has the appropriate amount of starch plate surface area to coat a single spherical pyrenoid. However, in the *saga1* mutant, the starch plates elongate to reach a total surface area much greater than the surface area of a single pyrenoid. In our model, this mismatch leads to starch plates "pinching" portions of matrix off, which results in multiple smaller pyrenoids ([Fig. 6](#fig06){ref-type="fig"}). Indeed, some of the electron micrographs we have observed may represent intermediates in this process, including overlapping starch plates and "pinching" of matrix by single starch plates ([Fig. 2*E*](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, the multiple pyrenoids of the *saga1* mutant represent a minimal-energy solution for putting a larger surface area of starch plates in contact with the same volume of liquid-like pyrenoid matrix.

The model raises the question of what mediates binding between starch plates and the matrix. We hypothesize that this binding is mediated by 1 or more proteins with starch-binding domains that also bind to Rubisco or EPYC1 ([Fig. 6](#fig06){ref-type="fig"} and [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S14](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904587116/-/DCSupplemental)). Furthermore, our model suggests that the starch sheath has an inherent asymmetric property that positions Rubisco to 1 side of the starch sheath plates. This asymmetry is unperturbed in the *saga1* mutant; otherwise, one would expect abnormal starch plates to be surrounded by Rubisco matrix.

Previous studies have found that in the absence of pyrenoid starch cells contain a single pyrenoid and a functional CCM ([@r30]). This is in agreement with our proposed model where the multiple pyrenoid phenotype of the *saga1* mutant is due to the presence of abnormal pyrenoid starch plates, as opposed to the absence of normal pyrenoid starch plates.

Excessive Starch Plate Surface Area:Matrix Volume Ratio Explains Multiple Pyrenoids in Other Mutants. {#s11}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Our proposal that the formation of multiple pyrenoids is caused by an imbalance between the surface area and volume of the pyrenoid matrix is consistent with, and provides an explanation for, the previously unexplained increased incidence of multiple pyrenoids in other mutants, including *epyc1* ([@r14]) and *cia6* mutants ([@r31]). In these mutants, the pyrenoid matrix volume is decreased because much of the Rubisco is dissolved in the stroma. If pyrenoid starch biosynthesis is largely unchanged, one would expect that these mutants would have an excessive starch sheath surface area relative to pyrenoid matrix volume, which would favor multiple pyrenoids as the matrix adopts a configuration with a higher surface-to-volume ratio, just as we observe in the *saga1* mutant.

The Lack of Tubules Observed in Most Mutant Pyrenoids May Be a Consequence of Cells Retaining a Single Pyrenoid Tubule Network. {#s12}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

While most pyrenoids of the *saga1* mutant lacked the canonical thylakoid tubule network, a limited thylakoid tubule network was still observed in ∼10% of pyrenoids ([Fig. 3*H*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"} and [*SI Appendix*, Fig. S12](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904587116/-/DCSupplemental)). We hypothesize that this observation is due to each *saga1* mutant cell's retaining a single, diminished pyrenoid tubule network, with only 1 of the ∼10 pyrenoids per cell containing the network. This proposed model explains the absence of thylakoid tubules in the majority of the pyrenoids of the *saga1* mutant. This model is also consistent with previous work suggesting that the biogenesis of the pyrenoid tubule network is independent of matrix biogenesis, as mutants that entirely lack a pyrenoid matrix still contain a singular tubule network ([@r14], [@r32]).

The pyrenoid tubule networks observed in pyrenoids of the *saga1* mutant have a reduced number of tubules and appear somewhat deformed ([Fig. 3*I*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). These abnormal pyrenoid tubule networks could be due to altered availability of spaces between starch plates where thylakoid tubules can enter the pyrenoid. Alternatively, the abnormal tubule networks could be explained by a regulatory response of the extent of the thylakoid tubule network to the size of the Rubisco matrix, which is decreased in *saga1* mutants.

The absence of thylakoid tubule networks from most pyrenoids in the *saga1* mutant indicates that most of these pyrenoids are not supplied with CO~2~ via the thylakoid network. Consequently, the majority of the Rubisco does not benefit from concentrated CO~2~, explaining the decreased affinity to CO~2~ and lower maximum photosynthetic rates we observed in the *saga1* mutant ([Fig. 1*E*](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). The absence of a singular pyrenoid and the diminished thylakoid tubule network of the *saga1* mutant may also explain the decreased affinity of the mutant for C~i~ under high CO~2~ ([*SI Appendix*, Table S3](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904587116/-/DCSupplemental)).

Recent work suggests that the pyrenoid tubules may serve as an "anchor" that localizes the pyrenoid to the base of the chloroplast, as the tubules still retain their canonical localization even in the absence of pyrenoid matrix ([@r14]). The scattering of pyrenoids across the stroma in the *saga1* mutant ([Fig. 3*F*](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}) could thus be due to their lack of thylakoid tubules.

A Proposed Molecular Role for SAGA1 in Shaping Starch Plates. {#s13}
-------------------------------------------------------------

While the mechanisms that control the shape of starch plates are poorly understood in any organism ([@r33]), a direct role for SAGA1 in regulation of starch plate shape is plausible given that the *saga1* mutant exhibited abnormal starch plates, SAGA1 has a CBM20 starch binding domain, and other CBM20 motif-containing proteins have been demonstrated to influence starch biogenesis. Moreover, other coiled-coiled proteins are important for starch granule initiation in *Arabidopsis* ([@r34]) and pyrenoid starch synthesis in *Chlamydomonas* ([@r35]). The observation that SAGA1-Venus forms streaks near the periphery of the pyrenoid ([Fig. 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}) is consistent with a possible localization to the edges of starch plates, where SAGA1 could inhibit pyrenoid starch plate elongation ([Fig. 6*A*](#fig06){ref-type="fig"}). SAGA1 could influence starch-plate morphology by recruiting starch-remodeling enzymes, or by preventing access of starch-synthesis enzymes. Alternatively, SAGA1 itself could possess its own enzymatic activity; however, it shows no clear homology to any known starch-modifying enzymatic domain. The larger, but less numerous, starch granules we observed in the rescued strain suggest that SAGA1 may also play a role in creating the interfaces between starch plates for thylakoid tubules to enter and exit.

SAGA1's binding interaction with Rubisco could serve to localize SAGA1 to the periphery of the pyrenoid matrix ([Fig. 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}). A size-exclusion effect may prevent the 180-kDa SAGA1 from entering inside the matrix. Indeed, we previously observed that most chloroplast proteins that can enter the pyrenoid matrix are smaller than ∼80 kDa ([@r26]). Other phase-separated bodies, such as P-granules, can act as size-exclusion barriers due to the effective mesh size of the condensed phase ([@r36][@r37]--[@r38]). SAGA1 contains a long alpha helical region ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S2](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904587116/-/DCSupplemental)); thus, if the Rubisco-binding region is on SAGA1's C terminus, this alpha helical region could span the ∼30-nm gap between the starch sheath and matrix that has been observed in native electron microscopy studies ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S8](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904587116/-/DCSupplemental)) ([@r14]) and would allow the CBM20 domain to interact with the starch sheath. Our observation of a weak colocalization of SAGA1-Venus with chlorophyll autofluorescence ([*SI Appendix*, Fig. S13](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904587116/-/DCSupplemental)) could indicate that excess SAGA1 may accumulate along the surface of the pyrenoid tubules, where it could still remain excluded from the matrix.

In addition to the model we presented above, alternative models can partially explain our data. SAGA1 could be implicated in thylakoid biogenesis or maintenance, for example by serving as a linker between the thylakoid tubules and the matrix. In this model, an absence of SAGA1 leads to fewer thylakoid tubules, which then liberates the matrix from its canonical location and leads to the formation of multiple pyrenoids. While also a compelling model, SAGA1's starch binding domain, the elongated starch plates of the *saga1* mutant, and the liquid-like nature of the pyrenoid matrix motivate our preference for a model centered around the ratio of starch plate surface area to matrix volume. We hope that our data and model will help guide future work on the molecular function of SAGA1.

Implications for Regulation of Phase-Separated Organelles. {#s14}
----------------------------------------------------------

Depending on the species of phase-separated organelle, the number of distinct droplets per cell can range from a single body, for example the Balbiani body ([@r39]), to dozens of bodies, for example stress granules ([@r40]). Moreover, many of these organelles change in number in response to environmental or developmental cues ([@r4], [@r41]). Illuminating work has demonstrated that the cytoskeleton (F-actin) regulates stress granule formation in *Xenopus* ([@r42]), while the control of the number of other phase separated bodies, such as P bodies and nucleoli, remains enigmatic ([@r3]).

Our model for how starch influences the number of pyrenoids suggests a basic principle for how cells could regulate the number of a species of phase-separated organelle, by constraining their surface-to-volume ratio through the interaction of a liquid-phase component with a peripheral component. More broadly, this principle could be useful for the regulation of number of phase-separated organelles in synthetic biology systems ([@r43], [@r44]).

Methods {#s15}
=======

Cloning. {#s16}
--------

The *SAGA1* (Cre11.g467712) open reading frame (ORF) was assembled from 3 synthesized fragments, the first 2 containing introns and the third lacking introns. Twenty-one introns in total were included in the final sequence. Next, this assembled *SAGA1* ORF was cloned into pRAM118 (GenBank accession no. MK357711). This cassette is identical to pLM005 ([@r14]), but the *AphIII* cassette for paromomycin resistance cassette is replaced with an *AphII* cassette for hygromycin resistance. This allows for transformation of the *saga1* mutant.

Strains and Culture Conditions. {#s17}
-------------------------------

Wild-type *C. reinhardtii* cMJ030 was used for all experiments. The *saga1* and *saga1-2* mutants were isolated from a collection of high-CO~2~-requiring mutants generated by transformation of the pMJ016c mutagenesis cassette into cMJ030 ([@r45]). These mutants can be found at the Chlamydomonas Resource Center (*saga1*: CC5420; *saga1-*2: CC5421). The *saga1-3* mutant was obtained from the CLiP collection ([@r46]) and can be found at the Chlamydomonas Resource Center (ID: LMJ.RY0402.060639). The *saga1;SAGA1-Venus* strain (CC5422) was generated by transformation of pRAM118 containing a Venus-tagged *SAGA1* into the *saga1* mutant. The *saga1;RbcS1-mCherry* strain (CC5423) was generated by transforming *saga1* with a pLM006 construct containing *Rbcs1* ([@r14]). Cells were grown to a concentration ∼2 × 10^6^ cells per mL prior to experiments. All experiments were performed under photoautotrophic conditions in Tris-phosphate medium ([@r47]) with high CO~2~ (3% \[vol/vol\] or 5% \[vol/vol\] CO~2~-enriched air) or low CO~2~ (air, ∼0.04% \[vol/vol\] CO~2~).

Spot Tests. {#s18}
-----------

Cells were pregrown in liquid Tris-acetate-phosphate medium ([@r47]). The cells were washed with Tris-phosphate medium and resuspended to a concentration of 6 × 10^5^ cells per mL. Cells were then diluted by factors of 1, 10, 100, and 1,000. Fifteen microliters were spotted onto solid Tris-phosphate plates. The cells were grown under high- and low-CO~2~ concentrations for 7 d with 500 µmol photons m^−2^⋅s^−1^.

O~2~ Evolution. {#s19}
---------------

The apparent affinity for C~i~ was determined using the oxygen evolution method as previously described in ref. [@r14] using an OXYVY1 Hansatech Oxyview System (Hansatech Instruments).

Microscopy. {#s20}
-----------

Cell samples used for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) were fixed with 2% (vol/vol) glutaraldehyde and embedded in epoxy resin mix. TEM was performed using a Tecnai G2 80- to 200-kV transmission electron microscope (FEI Company) and imaged with AMT Image Capture Engine software (Advanced Microscopy Techniques). Measurement of the section area and perimeter of the cells, pyrenoids, and the surrounding starch sheath was performed using ImageJ2 (Fiji) ([@r48][@r49]--[@r50]).

Fluorescence microscopy on wild type, *saga1*, and *saga1;SAGA1-Venus* to observe the localization of SAGA1 was performed using Leica TCS SP5 confocal microscope (Leica Microsystems) and imaged with the Leica Application Suite Advanced Fluorescence software (Leica Microsystems). Fluorescence microscopy for *saga1;RbcS1-mCherry* was performed with a spinning-disk confocal microscope (3i custom-adapted Leica DMI6000). Samples were mounted on poly-[l]{.smallcaps}-lysine--coated plates (Ibidi) and covered with low-melting-temperature agarose (Invitrogen) to prevent desiccation during imaging.

The following excitation and emission settings were used: Venus, 514 nm excitation with 543/22 nm emission; mCherry, 561 nm excitation with 590/20 nm emission; and chlorophyll, 561 nm emission with 685/40 nm emission.

Analysis of Colocalization of SAGA1-Venus Fluorescence and Chlorophyll Autofluorescence. {#s21}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Pyrenoids were visually demarcated using SAGA1-Venus fluorescence and intensity values of each pixel in the demarcated pyrenoid were extracted in the chlorophyll and Venus channel. The Spearman's rank correlation coefficient was calculated between the chlorophyll and Venus channel for every pixel.

In order to compare to the expected Spearman's rank coefficient that we would observe by chance, we independently scrambled the pixel intensity values of the chlorophyll and Venus channels in 100-pixel blocks and then calculated the Spearman's rank coefficient. This was repeated 100 times to create a distribution of rho values specific to each image. The observed rho value was compared to this distribution to determine a *P* value. We performed the same analysis on a nonpyrenoid region of the chloroplast to control for bleed-through of the Venus channel into the chlorophyll channel. All rho values and *P* values are found in [*SI Appendix*, Table S5](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904587116/-/DCSupplemental).

Transformation of *Chlamydomonas*. {#s22}
----------------------------------

Constructs were transformed into the nuclear genome of *saga1* mutant by electroporation as described previously ([@r45]). Transformants were first screened for hygromycin resistance then screened for Venus- and mCherry-expressing colonies using a Tecan Infinite M1000 PRO plate reader (Tecan Austria GmbH). Excitation and emission settings were as follows: Venus, 532-nm excitation with 555/20 emission; mCherry, 532-nm excitation with 610/30 nm emission; and chlorophyll, 633-nm excitation with 670/30 nm emission.

Western Blot Analysis. {#s23}
----------------------

Protein levels of SAGA1, Rubisco, alpha-tubulin, and histone H3 in wild type, *saga1*, and *saga1;SAGA1-Venus* were measured as described previously ([@r51]).

Analysis of Protein Interactions Using Yeast 2-Hybrid. {#s24}
------------------------------------------------------

The 2-hybrid vectors pGBKT7 and pGADT7 were used to detect interactions between proteins of interest. Genes were amplified and cloned into each vector to create fusions with either the GAL4 DNA binding or activation domain, respectively. Yeast cells were then cotransformed with binding and activation domain vectors. Successful transformants were grown in liquid, harvested, diluted to an optical density at 600 nm (OD~600~) of 0.5 or 0.1, and plated onto SD-L-W and SD-L-W-H containing increasing concentrations of the HIS3 inhibitor triaminotriazole (3-AT) and incubated for 3 d before assessing growth. Protein extraction for Western blots was carried out by resuspending cells to an OD~600~ of 1 from an overnight liquid culture in a lysis buffer (50 mM Tris⋅HCl \[pH 6\], 4% \[vol/vol\] SDS, 8 M urea, 30% \[vol/vol\] glycerol, 0.1 M dithiothreitol, and 0.005% \[wt/vol\] bromophenol blue), incubating 65 °C for 30 min, and loading directly onto a 10% Bis-Tris protein gel (Expedeon). Proteins were transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane then probed with anti-SAGA (1:2,000) or anti-HA (1:5,000) primary antibody and HRP-linked goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody (1:10,000).

More detailed information on the materials and methods used in this study is provided in [*SI Appendix*, *SI Materials and Methods*](https://www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1073/pnas.1904587116/-/DCSupplemental).
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